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ABSTRACT

ACM, New York, NY, USA, 7 pages. https://doi.org/10.1145/3343180.
3343188

Network Function Virtualization (NFV) advocates running
service function chains (SFCs) on commodity servers as software, thereby providing a new level of flexibility to the deployment and management of network services. However,
as we move from 10/40 Gbps to 100/400 Gbps line rates, it
is challenging to build an NF execution framework that can
deliver high performance at the maximum line speed using
commodity servers, while providing scalability and flexibility
afforded by software. In this paper, we investigate a fundamental problem of any NFV framework, i.e. how to execute
SFCs on commodity servers by examining and comparing
the performance of two execution models: the pipeline and
run-to-completion models. In particular, we investigate how
the multi-core server architecture affects the performance
of SFC execution models by conducting extensive experiments on a testbed and shed new insights on the design and
optimization of SFC execution models.

1

INTRODUCTION

Thanks to its software nature, network function virtualization (NFV) offers a great level of (potential) flexibility to
network operators to provision and manage network services by dynamically scaling in or out instances of network
functions (NFs) on demand. However, as packet processing
on commodity multi-core servers is far slower than ASICs
used in dedicated hardware middleboxes, attaining (near)
line speed is a major challenge in NFV design, especially
when going from 10/40 Gbps to 100Gbps and beyond. This
is further compounded by the fact that various NFs are often strung together to form a service function chain (SFC)
to meet a network service objective [21]. It is a daunting
task to develop a scalable NFV framework that can continue
to attain the maximal system throughput and minimal SFC
processing latency, as the number of NFs in a SFC increases
while constituent NFs become more complex.
In this paper we start by examining the NUMA memory
hierarchy common in today’s commodity servers and argue
that memory access is a key bottleneck in increasing NFV
performance. Given the memory hierarchy and access latencies of a typical commodity server (see §2 for more details),
we see that per-core packet processing speed is fundamentally
limited by the number of memory accesses: given that at
least two memory accesses are needed per NF (one for reading/writing the packet header and one for reading/writing
the NF state), if these memory accesses touch the DRAM
(100ns), only about 5 millions packets can be processed per
second (per NF), yielding a throughput of merely around
2.6 Gbps when the packet size is 64B (bytes). This speed
increases 6-fold to 30 Mpps (million packets per second) when
the memory access touches only the L3 cache (16.5ns). To
attain a (near) line speed of 100 Gbps, it is imperative for each
core to ensure most of its memory accesses are L1/L2 cache
bound (1.2 or 4.1ns), while employing more cores for parallel
packet processing. Therefore optimizing the operations of
each NF to minimize L1/L2 cache misses is crucial.
With this basic understanding, we then take a closer look
at two NFV execution models in the existing state-of-the-art
NFV frameworks which differ in how cores are used for
SFC processing. The run-to-completion (RTC) model [12, 20]
composes and executes all NFs in an SFC on a single core;
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Table 1: Memory hierarchy of a multi-core server
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Figure 1: Architecture of muti-core server
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Our results show that refactoring and decomposing NFs
into modular functions with instructions and data localities
that can fit into L1/L2 caches is important. We also highlight
the need for intelligent NF state management. Our work
calls for software/hardware co-design of an NFV runtime
system that can optimize the NF/SFC performance at the
compile time, appropriately provision the needed resources,
and dynamically scale in/out NF & SFC instances on-demand.

whereas the pipeline (PL) model [9, 16, 19] runs one NF per
core by processing packets across the cores in a pipeline
fashion (see more details in §3.1). Clearly, the per-packet
SFC processing latency of RTC increases with the number
of NFs (and the number of memory accesses); it achieves
high performance via scaling out, namely, running several
instances of the same SFC on multiple cores. In comparison,
PL staggers the per-packet processing latencies of different
NFs in an SFC, but must pay the performance penalty of
inter-core transfer latency: when switching from one core to
another core, the packet being processed must be transferred
via the shared L3 cache (worst case DRAM). In addition,
due to more cores being used for processing each instance
of an SFC, the number of cores available for scaling out
is also reduced. Therefore, it is believed that RTC always
outperforms PL. For example, it is shown in [20] that PL
reduces the overall system throughput by as much as a third
while increasing the SFC processing latency by up to 6 times.
Using the Intel VTune Amplifier tool [2], we conduct an
in-depth performance analysis and benchmarking of NF/SFC
packet processing. We compare the performance of the two
execution models and investigate the factors affecting their
performance. The story that emerges is far more complex.
We find that with increasing packet sizes, the performance
of PL catches up with that of RTC: both attain 100 Gbps line
speed when the packet size reaches 1024B. The performance
of RTC is limited by L1/L2 cache sizes: with more NFs in
an SFC and more “complex” NFs involved (in terms of NF
state size and the # of instructions), packing the entire SFC
and the NF states in the L1/L2 (d- and i-)caches is no longer
feasible; the performance of RTC thereby degrades quickly.
Under RTC, scaling out is done for an entire SFC, the overall
system throughput is not only constrained by the worstperforming NF in an SFC instance, but also hinges on our
ability to properly load-balance the traffic among the SFC
instances so as to keep all cores equally busy. This is however
not an easy task, as it requires knowledge of both the types
and scopes of the NF states in the chain. In contrast, PL offers
more flexibility in optimizing and scaling out individual NFs
in an SFC, e.g., one can provision different numbers of NF
instances in an SFC to achieve better traffic load balancing
while minimizing performance bottleneck.

2

NFV EXECUTION TARGET

Multi-core Server Architecture. A typical commodity
multi-core server architecture is shown in Figure 1. We take
our testbed server as an example to introduce the architecture in detail. Our testbed consists of two high performance
servers, each equipped with a dual-socket (24-core/socket)
Intel(R) Xeon(R) Platinum 8168 CPU @2.7GHz (thus, a total
of 48 physical cores per server) clocked at 3.4GHz. Each CPUsocket (i.e. a NUMA node) has its own set of CPU caches,
DRAMs and PCIe slots. Each physical core has dedicated
L1 and L2 caches of sizes 32KB and 1MB, respectively (for
L1, one half is used as the d-cache, the other half for the
i-cache). There is also a non-inclusive L3 cache that has a
total capacity of 33MB for each socket, shared between all its
24 cores and non-local cores (with NUMA penalty). Cache
line size for all three cache levels is 64 bytes. In modern
day servers, different NUMA nodes are connected to each
other using high-speed, low-latency, point-to-point system
buses (e.g. Intel UPI - Ultra Path Interconnect). In each of
our server, there are 3 such high-speed links that connect
both the sockets with bus speed of 10.4 GT/s. A CPU can
access data faster from components that are within its socket.
There is a latency penalty when data objects travel across
NUMA sockets which we refer to as NUMA penalty (due to
packets arriving on a NIC connected to PCIe on NUMA node
0 being processed by a CPU core connected to NUMA node
1). We now use our server to dive deeper into the memory
hierarchy and show why it matters to the performance and
scalability of NF.
Memory Hierarchy and Access Latencies. The Intel architecture optimization reference manual [5] gives memory
access latencies in clock cycles for caches specific to our
servers. We further verify them and measure the DRAM access latencies using Intel’s VTune Amplifier tool and present
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the empirically observed results in Table 1. Getting accurate
CPU wait times for data (e.g., packets for NF processing)
access is not trivial, and we rely on VTune to fill this gap.
Intel claims that the metrics provided by VTune are “precise”
when analyzed on Intel architectures, as it is able to tap into
the exact instruction addresses [3]. We harness this tool to
carefully and precisely investigate how NF-operator written
software/code impacts CPU wait times caused by memorybound data accesses. We assume this data to be present in
either a CPU core’s local L1 or L2 cache, the (per-socket)
shared L3/LLC cache, or the local/remote DRAM.
We know that CPU wait times are significantly affected by
two factors: i) location of the data in the memory hierarchy;
and, ii) whether the accessed data was updated by some
other core. In this paper, we focus on and dig deeper into
how these two factors affect CPU wait-times, and what NFV
frameworks can do to mitigate DRAM-bound latencies to
achieve high-performance. It is known that the fastest time
to access data by a CPU core is when the most updated copy
is cached in its L1 memory – and for our servers, we find this
time is merely 4 clock cycles (∼1.2 ns). If the data is not in
the L1 cache, the next fastest time is when the most updated
copy is in the requesting core’s L2 cache (∼4.1ns). Accessing
data from the L3 cache makes a CPU core wait between 44
to 70 clock cycles – due to the cache coherency issues and
low level cache architectures [7]. There is a heavy penalty
when data is accessed from the DRAM – 250 clock cycles
when accessed from the local DRAM and 420 clock cycles
from a non-local DRAM due to NUMA penalties.
Testbed and NF Implementation. Our testbed consists
of two aforementioned Intel servers, each equipped with a
(DPDK-capable) dual-port Mellanox ConnectX-5 EN 100Gbps
NIC. We connect both the servers back-to-back, i.e., port 0 of
servertд is connected to port 0 of servers f c , similarly, port
1 of servertд is connected to port 1 of servers f c . servertд
acts as a traffic generator. We use TRex[1] as it is one of the
few software-based traffic generators capable of generating
100Gbps traffic1 .
To illustrate the impact of multi-core NUMA architecture
on NFV performance, we have implemented several simple
yet highly optimized examples NFs2 using DPDK libraries
18.11. These include: i) An access control (ACL) NF which

60%
40%
20%
0%

State size (# of flow entries)

(a) Performance.

State size (# of flow entries)

(b) DRAM bound

Figure 2: NF LB performance vs. memory accesses
performs a 5-tuple lookup using a set of configured rules to
decide whether to block a flow; ii) a simple (stateful) layer-4
load balancer (LB) which assigns a flow id to each flow using
a hash function performed on the packet’s 5-tuple header
fields, looks up a flow table using the flow id to map each
flow to one of the several destination servers by rewriting
the dst_ip and dst_port fields of the packet accordingly –
note that the arrival of the first packet of a new flow creates
a new entry in the flow table; and iii) a layer 3 forwarder
(L3FWD) which performs exact matching by looking up a routing table using a hash of the destination IP address to find
the output interface. For fast packet processing, we perform
zero-packet copy and zero-memory allocation on the packet
processing (fast) data path. To avoid memory allocation, we
reserve large pools of memory (using hugepages) at the initialization and let our custom runtime manage the memory.
We allocate 256 hugepages of 1GB size for the packet processing runtime system. To offload packet processing and
steering logic to hardware/NIC, we use DPDK’s rte_flow
library. Depending upon the experimental settings, serversf c
is used to run multiple instances of our NF/SFC. The server
OS is Ubuntu 18.04.2. All the cores used by NFs are isolated
from the kernel scheduler. Hyper-threading is disabled.
NF Packet Processing and Performance. To ensure fast
NF packet processing, several optimization techniques are
well-known. One is to design data structures that are cacheline friendly. Another is software prefetching which provides
hints to CPU for prefetching the data into one of its hardware
caches (especially L1/L2 caches) for faster data access. Packet
batch/burst processing is yet another technique which allows
the same set of read/write operations to be performed on a
burst of packets by taking advantage of d/i-cache localities.
DPDK libraries use these techniques extensively to avoid
DRAM bound data accesses. For example, by default, DPDK
uses a packet burst size of 32. Due to the space limitation, we
will use LB NF only to illustrate why the multi-core NUMA
architecture matters to NF packet processing performance,
as LB involves stateful read/write memory accesses. In particular, we illustrate how the size of the NF state (as measured
in terms of the # of flow entries in the flow table) affects the
performance of LB. As shown in Figure 2b and 2a, LB performance degrades as the number of flow entries increases.

1 TRex

can generate traffic at the 100Gbps line rate with fixed frame sizes of
64, 128, 512 or larger bytes using 22 cores. However, it can only generate
~94Gbps at most when the frame size is set to 256 bytes due to a known TRex
issue. For compatibility between the NIC and TRex, the traffic generator is
installed with CentOS 7.4 distribution.
2 While the NFs we implemented have limited functionality (compared to
“commercial” NFs), they allow us to focus on the the basic NF operational
logic, the state maintained and the induced NUMA memory access patterns
when varying the packet and state sizes. They serve our goal to illustrate
how the multi-core NUMA server architecture impacts the performance of
NFs and NFV execution models.
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Figure 5: Throughput of RTC and Pipeline

For instance, the DRAM-bound memory access remains less
than 20% when the number of flow entries is less than 4K,
allowing LB to process more than ~120 Mpps, achieving a
throughput of ∼81Gbps (the maximal achievable effective
throughput with 64 bytes frame size after discounting the
inter frame gap overheads is ~62Gbps). However, when flow
entries reach more than 40K, packet processing rate drops
to 69 Mpps or less. This is mainly because more than 55% of
the data accesses are DRAM-bound.

may be necessary if the NF instructions and data (state and
packets) exceed the L1/L2 cache size.
Given a set of execution target servers and traffic workload
characteristics (often dynamic in nature), a natural question
arises: which execution model is capable of attaining the
maximum line speed in SFC packet processing – so as to
achieve the server-level objectives (SLOs)? In other words,
which execution model is better in providing high performance,
scalability and flexibility for the given SFCs? To answer this
question, we provide a comprehensive in-depth analysis of
two existing SFC execution models.

EVALUATING EXECUTION MODELS

A typical SFC. Figure 3 depicts a sim- ACL LB L3FWD
ple SFC consisting of 3 network func- Figure 3: SFC of
tions discussed before (§2). For simplic- 3 NFs connected
ity, we consider this SFC to be a sequen- sequentially
tial chain of NFs, i.e., incoming traffic
is first processed by ACL, then LB and finally by L3FWD.3

3.1

100

RTC
Line Rate (100Gbps)

0

Figure 4: Two typical execution models

3

Pipeline
Generator

120

3.2

Performance Evaluation

We primarily use the simple SFC in Figure 3 as an example to
analyze the performance of the PL and RTC models. Specifically, we quantify the packet inter-core transfer overheads
by measuring the wait time of a CPU core when fetching
instructions and data. This wait time is measured using the
number of CPU clock cycles. In the following, we run the
example SFC shown in Figure 3 using 18 cores for both execution models. Under the PL model, 18 cores are used to
run 6 SFC instances, whereas under the RTC model, 18 SFC
instances are executed, one per core. We generate 90 flows
using TRex[1] at the maximal line speed, and the flows are
steered evenly to each SFC instance. We compare the performance of PL versus RTC under varying frame/packet sizes –
from 64 bytes to 1518 bytes.
Throughput. Figure 5 shows the throughput of both RTC
and PL models. The bar with the label ‘Generator’ in Figure
5 corresponds to the throughput of the traffic generator,
giving the physical limit achievable. We summarize our key
observations: i) For frame sizes between 64 and 512 bytes,
the RTC model is 1.4-3.3× faster than the PL model. However,
as we further increase the frame size, the throughput of PL
gets closer to that of RTC. ii) When the frame size reaches
1024 bytes or larger, both RTC and PL reach the 100Gbps line
rate for our three-NF SFC. iii) Note that all the throughputs
in Figure 5 are the data rate, e.g., the maximum throughput
of 64 byte-sized frames is 76.0 Gbps with the corresponding
raw bit rate of 99.8 Gbps due to the 20 bytes inter-frame
gap of the Ethernet frame overhead. RTC can achieve the
maximum throughput (thus the line-rate packet processing)
for frame sizes larger than 256 bytes.

Existing Execution Models

The following two execution models for SFC processing on
a single multi-core server4 have been used in the literature.
Pipeline (PL). This model assigns one core per NF in an
SFC, with traffic steered to each NF in the chain one by one.
Figure 4 (a) illustrates how the 3-NF SFC is executed under
the pipeline model. NFV frameworks such as NetVM [9],
ClickOS [16] and E2 [19] employ this model. Under the PL
model, packets processed by different cores must be transferred via the L3 cache, thus incurring the inter-core transfer
performance penalty [20].
Run-to-Completion (RTC). Under RTC, all NFs in an SFC
are executed in a single core, thereby avoiding transferring
packets across multiple cores. Figure 4 (b) depicts the same
3-NF SFC deployed using RTC as the execution model. NFV
frameworks using this model include NetBricks [20] and
Metron [12]. We note that accesses to the L3 cache or DRAM
3 While an SFC is more generally represented as a directed-acyclic graph
(DAG), we focus on a simple sequential SFC. However, our discussions can
easily be extended and applied to NFV frameworks that employ parallelism
in SFC processing.
4 Execution models can also be expand to include multiple servers. In this
short paper, we however focus on a single server. Nonetheless, our proposed
approach can easily be extended across multiple servers.
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Table 3: Minimal inter-core transfer overhead

Table 2: NFs processing cycles of two models
NFs

ACL

LB

L3FWD

Pipeline
RTC

35.1
10.2

75.8
8.3

59.2
7.5

Latency. As shown earlier, PL has lower throughput compared to RTC. This is mainly due to the inter-core transfer
overheads. To further examine such overheads, we empirically analyze the per-NF process latency under each execution model for the three NFs (ACL, LB & L3FWD) in the
service function chain. We use VTune [2] to measure the
number of clock cycles CPU takes to process a function. This
metric implicitly accounts for the time CPU waits for data
to be fetched from the memory (i.e., L1/L2/L3/DRAM). The
results are shown in Table 2. We see that the average processing latencies of RTC for ACL, LB, L3FWD are 10.2, 8.3,
7.5 cycles, resp. While the processing latencies of the same
three NFs using PL increase by 3-9×. We remark that RTC
latencies are less than 10.2 cycles because data is available
in the L1/L2 cache.
The key observation, revealed by the Table 2, is that the
inter-core transfer latency is about 52-68 cycles which is
close to clock cycles required to access data from L3 cache
(44-70 cycles as shown in Table 1). Note that the clock cycles
of ACL-processing in both RTC and PL models are less than
the L3 cache access latency; however, the processing cycles
of both LB and L3FWD are larger than minimal L3 cache
latency. Specifically, the inter-core transfer from ACL to LB
is ~68 cycles (we can approximately calculate it 75.8 − 8.3),
and ~52 cycles from LB to L3FWD (59.2 − 7.5). LB requires
16 more cycles on average than L3FWD.

3.3

Data source

Latency

Local L3 - clean
Local L3 - dirty
Remote L3
Local DRAM
Remote DRAM

l L3
l L3 + cache coherency penalty
l L3 + (cache coherency penalty) + NU MA penalty
l DRAM
l DRAM + NU MA penalty

memory due to NUMA penalties. Thus, the multi-core memory hierarchy has significant impact on performance of SFC
execution models.

4

DOES RTC ALWAYS WIN?

Despite the performance advantages of the RTC execution
model, we find that RTC suffers several shortcomings. In this
section, we perform experiments to empirically demonstrate
these shortcomings.

4.1

NF States

Due to the complexity of real world SFCs, the size of the
state maintained by NFs in a SFC can be large. The length
of the SFC can also grow longer. For example, an LB NF
may maintain millions of flow mapping entries between the
public IP and private IP address; while another NF such as
L3FWD in the same chain may also need to perform an exact
hash table lookup with millions of entries. On the other hand,
the memory (L1/L2 cache) resources for each core is limited.
If one or a subset of NFs require more resources than the
local cache sizes, RTC cannot scale up to support a large
number of flows with high performance.
To demonstrate this problem, we measure the throughput
of RTC under different flow table sizes. We configure the
number of state entries of LB and L3FWD in our SFC from 100
to 100K, and then send the same number of flows – randomly
generated – to the SFC instances. We use 18 cores and test
with the frame sizes of 64 and 128 bytes. The results shown
in Figure 6 suggest that when the state size (as measured by
the number of flow entries) of LB and L3FWD grow from 1K
to 100K, the throughput drops by 2.2-2.3×. Further analysis
shows that the performance degradation is mainly caused by
cache misses in the flow or hash table look-ups. Recall that
each CPU core of our server contains about 1MB dedicated
L1 and L2 caches. If a core suffers a L2 cache miss, it has to
fetch the data from the LLC/L3-cache or DRAM, which is
similar to incurring an inter-core transfer penalty (§3.2).

Inter-core Transfer Overhead

We summarize the inter-core transfer overheads by empirically evaluating them under different experiment settings.
Table 3 shows various inter-core transfers overheads, depending on where the most updated data object being accessed is
present. From the table we can find that the inter-core transfer is bound by the hierarchy of the memory system. The
fastest inter-core transfer between two cores happens when
both lie in the same NUMA node. The inter-core transfer
overhead is at least one L3 cache access (l L3 ), which is ~44
cycles for clean data; otherwise it is 70 clock cycles if the
data transferred is modified by the first core. For transfers between two cores on different NUMA nodes, an extra NUMA
penalty (due to UPI latency as discussed earlier) is added,
incurring 100-150 extra clock cycles. However, if the data is
not cached in the LLC/L3 cache, then the inter-core transfer
is cloned through the DRAM, the access-latency is about
250 cycles for the local DRAM (l DRAM ) and 420 for non-local

4.2

Cache Locality

With increasingly complex NF behavior and diverse access
patterns of NF states, coupled with a large number of NFs in
a SFC, the RTC model can suffer poor cache locality (both
i-cache and d-cache). To demonstrate the d-cache locality
problem, we measure the percentage of DRAM-bound memory accesses under RTC for varying NF state sizes. Figure 7
shows that the DRAM-bound data accesses of RTC increase
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NFs [10, 17, 18] and offloading certain NF operations to NICs/switches [12]. These studies complement our work, which
focus on NFV execution models.
SFC Scalability. NFV state management is key to scalability and fault tolerance of SFC which has been widely explored [11, 13, 24]. However, the impact of NUMA memory
architecture and cache resources on SFC scaling is seldomly
discussed. Our work sheds new insights on further directions
in NFV/SFC state management.
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6

significantly as the flow table size grows. The memory bound
% measures the fraction of clock cycles (or time) when a CPU
core is stalled due to load or store instructions: the bar labeled “DRAM” represents the amount of time CPU is stalled
due to load/store instructions bound to the DRAM, while
the bar labeled “DRAM+Cache” represents the time CPU is
stalled due to the same instructions bound to the DRAM or
caches. When all the NF states and instructions can fit into
the L1/L2 caches, RTC performs very well. However, when
the total state size in an SFC grows significantly larger than
the cache sizes, RTC suffers L1/L2 cache misses, resulting in
significant performance degradation. Hence RTC does not
scale well as the length or complexity of SFC grows.

4.3

Flexibility

The RTC model also falls short in terms of providing flexibility in SFC scaling: the entire SFC must be replicated, whereas
under the PL model, individual NFs can be replicated and
scaled out/in. The RTC model must allocate resources for
all the NFs even though only one NF in the chain is the
bottleneck. In contrast, under the PL model, one can scale
out only the worst performing NFs in the chain. This leads
to cost-savings and better efficiency in resource utilization.
Lastly, the RTC model cannot exploit the benefits of NF level
parallelism [22, 25], which can significantly reduce the overall SFC processing latency. In contrast, NF level parallelism
can be easily supported by the PL model.

5

ON-GOING WORK & CONCLUSION

Our initial evaluation results show that both PL and RTC
models have their own pros and cons when it comes to performance, scalability and flexibility. To the best of our knowledge, no existing work has systematically examined the SFC
execution models under multi-core server target execution
environments, in particular how the NUMA memory hierarchy affects their performance in depth. Our work also
suggests why a NFV framework with a hybrid execution
model can potentially be advantageous. Such a model can
combine the respective strengths of RTC and PL, while mitigating their shortcomings. We outline several challenges
and on-going directions toward the envisioned hybrid model
we are pursuing.
• How to profile NFs automatically. Understanding the
behavior of each NF in a SFC is essential to choose the best
execution model. To do this, we can either use a precise
profiling tool such as Intel vTune [2] to characterize the
NF performance on specific hardware architectures, or perform static program analysis, e.g., symbolic execution [10],
to generate NF performance behavior profiles.
• How to scale NFs elastically. The key is to manage the
NF state in a scalable manner, i.e., how to refactor a large
NF state to smaller components that fit into different CPU
caches, perform NF state-aware traffic partition to leverage
traffic parallelism, and steer the traffic appropriately to be
executed by each SFC instance so as to reduce CPU wait
times and increase its utilization.
• How to schedule NF execution dynamically. We need a
SFC runtime system to schedule NFs dynamically to improve
the efficiency and meet SLOs of various SFCs. Toward this
end, we are building a new NFV framework that supports
rapid NF development with ease-of-orchestration in a multicore server architecture. This can be further extended to
multi-server/cluster environments.
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